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Conference Notes
This year’s talks (summaries below), apart from the last on Llewelyn and religion,
ways.Gamel Woolsey stands at one side of the Powys stage with Alyse Gregory at
the other; early 20th century interest in Arthurian mythology compares JCP with
other writers of his time; and JCP’s hopes for his life-philosophy as a helpful food
for hungry readers was demonstrated by a devotee for whom he is an inspiring
presence. We ended with personal memories from David Jones, a Powys neighbour
in Cae Coed, Corwen.
The excursion to Blaenau Ffestiniog gave a reality to the landscape around
JCP’s last home and his view from it ‘as on his couch he lay’ (see CT on p.19).
On Saturday evening, readings with different voices from Homer and the Aether,
JCP’s witty old-age retelling of The Iliad (1959) was greatly enjoyed by those
taking part and it is hoped this was conveyed to the audience. John Hodgson was
a decided Homer with Kate K as his instructress the Aether; Richard Graves and
Tim Hyman took on the elder statesmen, Kevin Taylor a tricky Achilles, with Janice
Gregory, Susan Huxtable-Selly, Chris Michaelides, Jacqueline Peltier, Dawn
Collins, Sonia Lewis and Charles Lock as various men and women human and
divine. Many thanks to all, organisers and participants.
KK

Friday 18th August, 8.30 pm
Gerald Brenan: Bloomsbury, Gamel Woolsey and Spain

Anarchist Seeds Beneath the Snow
A helpful factual account of two unusual people and their creative response
and with Spanish cultural, political and agrarian life (he settled in a village near
books, The Spanish Labyrinth

Literature of the Spanish People
)
One Way of Love (1931) was
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Love and Death
He always wanted to write novels, and published several under assumed names
Jack Robinson
were unsuccessful or destroyed by him, but his historical books were written with

*

Saturday 19th August, 9.30 am
John Cowper Powys in America – a Personal View

books (and of course Autobiography), that enable us to visualise him so clearly, in

class system, must have helped to liberate his psychic energy and heightened his
awareness of the magic of life, encouraging his teaching of secular spirituality and

simple life, of being unaffected by praise or blame or social status, and his love
of solitude, all lead to his central ideal, the ability to calm your mind, to promote
: I must create a system or be
enslaved by another man’s
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A Philosophy of
Solitude and The Art of Happiness
own insistence that his novels were vehicles for his philosophy) key passages such
Wolf Solent,

*

Saturday 19th August, 11.15 am
Saving Mid-Century Britain Arthurian themes in the work
of John Cowper Powys and Charles Williams
This was a densely packed and revealing talk, on how two different imaginations
multifarious myth.

A Glastonbury Romance and Porius, with the

War in Heaven deals with factions and attitudes to the discovery
à la
A Glastonbury Romance,
AGR is elusive, unlocated, unverbalised, unsystematic,
dealing with other levels much older than Arthur, with hints of alternative

Arthur

*

Sunday 20th August, 9.30 am
The Making of a Pagan: Llewelyn Powys and Palestine
Prophet

his illness but to his development as a public atheist, his ‘settling of accounts with

from the poetically imagined Old Testament in Cradle of God (1929) to his
increasing hostility to organised religion in The Pathetic Fallacy
though, with sympathetic understanding of the individuals involved, and the spirit
A Pagan’s Pilgrimage (1931) was commissioned as a travel book, hoping to build
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Sunday 20th August, 12 noon
Memories of JCP and Phyllis Playter

Yn Y Wlad

of Porius

CT

from l. to r. Chris Thomas,
David Goodway and
Grevel Lindop

Patrick Quigley with
David Jones

David Stimpson

Transcription of letter from JCP to David Jones,
30th July 1959

th

1959

Monday July
th

to a little Toddler of about two and a half I think whom I watch out of this window

yours in this letter where you say that Autumn has an air of Mysticism and an air
of Suspense

dawn sat simply chatting in a rustic row – Full little thought they then that the mighty
accepted
me
Two

now I am a little way

you and
Two and

yesterday – I mean in this country

‘O World …’
Samson Agonistes.

Conference DVDs, 2017
Disc One
Introduced by David Goodway 62min.
Disc Two
Introduced by
Chris Thomas 72min.
Disc Three
Introduced
by Kate Kavanagh. 57min.
Homer and the Aether

62min.

Disc Four
Homer and the Aether

16min.
Introduced

by John Hodgson. 78min.

not The Powys Society
Information about the speakers may be found in the March 2017 Newsletter (No 90)
Copies of the Conference DVDs are deposited in the Powys Society collection.
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Obituary
A tribute by Charles Lock
The last volume of poetry published by Roy Fisher in his lifetime, Slakki

Slakki is a note by Fisher ‘on the
I must emphasise that these poems have not been passed over or slighted by

Guardian
Yet his work found admirers, and
may be all the more powerful for not
having been distracted or vitiated by
blandishments offered to critics for the
Fisher is not unlike the writer who had
been important, even instrumental in
invoked in the preface to A Furnace

The poem is also a homage, from a
temperament very different from his, to

whom I owe thanks for some words

Powys Journal
PJ
An Easily Bewildered Child:
Occasional Prose 1963-2014
Among the new poems in Slakki

certainty that posterity will bring many more admirers than those fortunate enough

While There’s Still Time
I want it put about that when I come back

of a woman with good lungs and long smooth arms
stand in the way of her playing me
for a series of solo recitals on the tarmac triangle

my voice will be heard once again,
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The Powys Society Annual General Meeting
The Hand Hotel Llangollen
August 20th, 2017
Present: Timothy Hyman (Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Thomas (Secretary), Robin Hickey (Treasurer
Newsletter editor),
Conference organiser and publications manager
(
Apologies

)

Chairman
Romance

A Glastonbury

A Glastonbury Romance: Cuts and Alterations
to the UK Printed Texts 1932-1955, published in the Powys Journal
Minutes of 2016 AGM
Newsletter

,

for 2017-2018
Newsletter
Secretary
Richard Graves nominated Kevin Taylor
Louise de Bruin

The Chairman referred members to his annual report as published in Newsletter 91,

The Treasurer thanked Anna Rosic for providing help and support in compiling
referred members to publication of full accounts in Newsletter
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members make payment of their membership fee by direct debit or standing order

The Secretary
copy of a Swedish translation of Autobiography

The Meaning of Culture

Secretary said that the Welsh Bible

and details of the inscriptions published in Newsletter

Secretary
consult this very useful reference and research tool which is clearly organised,
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we are still attracting new members through the website and through personal
such as engaging with readers on social media like Facebook, might stimulate

Powys Symposium at Exeter University:

TFP and Jack Clemo by Luke Thompson
on Sylvia Townsend Warner by Teresa Sanders
on Weymouth Sands by Chris Campbell

Renewal of Copyright Agreement:

Newsletter
JSTOR:
A

issues of the Powys Journal
the Powys Journal
Newsletter
Llewelyn’s memorial stone:
Neil Lee following a visit to the memorial stone
see pp.29-32
the stone is unstable on its foundations and it is also now obscured from view

and relocation of the memorial stone, which was intended to mark the grave site
controversy has been raised in earlier issues of the Newsletter but the matter has

Charles Lock

Secretary said that a notice could be inserted in the
Newsletter
Janice
Gregory, and other members, urged the committee to produce a new updated

Dawn Collins updated members with information about the development of the

was already noticeable that visitors found the page a very useful way of engaging
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Porius

Kevin Taylor
unresolved issues on publication rights, to do with the possibility of publishing
liaise with Overlook Press
of remaining stock, the possibility of reprinting books currently out of print, and,

Louise de Bruin
.
AOB
Dawn Collins said that she would be available until the end of the conference to
Richard Graves
Raymond Cox

Society of the copyright of his book, The Brothers Powys
Belinda Humfrey then said she would also like to give the Society
the copyright of her book, Recollections of the Powys Brothers
In the discussion following the possibility was raised of publishing the two books
Secretary thanked both and said that the committee would investigate
Janice Gregory

Sonia Lewis wondered if conference organisers had considered the option of a
different placement of seating at conference talks which might encourage a more
Stephen Powys Marks referred to the article in Newsletter
The Beginning of the Powys Society, and said he disagreed with the assertion
Since 1967
the following meetings of the Powys Society have been held, (6 listed including
December 1967, ‘a meeting to discuss plans’
Newsletter
nd

David Goodway

Chris Thomas, Hon. Secretary

An Appeal to Powys Society Members

a particular writer or scholar from outside the Society who you would especially

*

New Members
Newsletter 91,
245, allowing
details of current membership trends and membership numbers are included in the
*

Powys Society membership list
list of members’ names
e-mail

and postal addresses
addresses
do not

MEETING IN LONDON
Saturday 2 December
at 2pm for 2.30 start
The Friends Meeting House, 120 Heath Street, Hampstead
The Religion of a

Sceptic

The event is free – Refreshments provided – All are welcome
(See p.37 where Richard Simonds writes on the book.)

Up and Out! A Visit to Blaenau Ffestiniog

Snowdonian range which suddenly appeared, directly in front of us, sharply outlined
molibus
we were soon on schedule again, passing the 13th

mad and terrifying

downstairs room which seemed much smaller than I remembered it when I made my

on his couch writing or looking out of the window to see approaching visitors, stare
In Up and Out
became seized with a desperate mania for words
expanding universe
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my disposition is childish and clownish
When I write my stories I exploit my dotage and senility and enter my second
childhood or Boyhood
My object now is to make my second childhood
more old writers use their dotage as a medium of Vision in their inspiration?

this is the real secret reason of
shall become an absolute Hermit. There were of course practical reasons for the move
a mythological landscape close to some of the places named in the Mabinogion, where
theme that inspired Porius, for south of the town, near Trawsfynydd, are the remains of
an important Roman road, Sarn Helen, a well

On our return to Llangollen we approached

the town recovered a Roman bust, sculpted
been fascinated to know that this mystery
practised here, connecting the northern
frontiers of the Roman world with the
Jacqueline Peltier with grandson Remi
in front of 1 Waterloo

night fell into the kind of social ease that comes on a small group as they gather in

Hall, his place of inspiration where he began writing Porius

us warmly, asked us where we were walking to, and advised us on the route to the
certainly should know, given that as a boy he used to take him his dinner every

duck down some steps into his back garden to avoid the cars that were manoeuvring

21

brother Littleton (see Descents of Memory,

My Conference

the many instances in A Glastonbury Romance
gorlas
pivot of life upon earth?

Do ’ee know Penny what be the
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access an old building society account when she was short of money, it was kindly
shone through and we were all pleased to be told that he had been given no 1 of the
Porius – yet to be read!
*

Is it by nature or by an error of the imagination that the site of the places that we
know were frequented and inhabited by people whose memory is held in honour
somehow stirs us more than ... reading their works?

Of things [persons] that are in some part great and admirable I admire even the
he could no doubt have added their homes

Porius

23

*

note about its resident ghost, perhaps thinking of it as an attraction! I recalled the

entertaining and somewhat beguiling presentation, suggested that he could feel

an itinerant lecturer in America, I noticed during the coffee break a slightly negative

recalling that his Arthurian poetry of earlier times appeared to coincide with the

elemental and persistent attention to mythic and mystical associations, from the
bodies and moving about the environment, to the anthropomorphism of inanimate

As always, conversation and cameraderie were the usual attraction at the
conference, the established causality of congregating together itself derivative of a

*
Anthony Green

Who is he?
Homer
and the Aether was performed with great gusto by the participants eliciting much
his views on other writers, in Visions and Revisions.
*
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Guardian
Maiden Castle, reading and
the cosmic in the banal, the transcendence of the mundane and a belief in the power

the search for what we intimate, perceive, hope may lie beyond the surface of life or

time before we have a fully developed language that they affect us in this way and
manifestations, whether as an inherent element of the Arthurian tradition or as a
A Glastonbury Romance
unremarkable, plain and slightly dented chalice, nevertheless transcendent, found
War in Heaven,
cauldron in a vicarage kitchen in A Glastonbury Romance

Homer and the Aether
there being no time for a rehearsal, blended their interpretations together in an
conference is an annual point of return to that dangerous, entrapping and bewitching

also know much more about Theodore and Llewelyn, and I become increasingly

NEIL LEE
rd

Birthday Party

th

dawned bright and clear, and by

sound of birdsong and the distant hum of tractors raising dust clouds in their wake

rd

of them over pensionable age – set off across the dandelion carpeted village green

29

pausing regularly for breath in the warm sunshine to wipe sweat from brows, and
afford some temporary relief to aching, ageing calf muscles!
As many who have trodden this way before will doubtless agree, there is always

beloved of both Llewelyn and Theodore, before crossing a cattle grid in the valley

the village, and we paused a while to drink in the atmosphere redolent with the

gate to the front door, completely obscuring the well by the front gate in which

Fourteen of us continued onwards and upwards along the narrower footpath
admire the astonishing view eastward along the cliffs, with the familiar promontory

cool as we walked along the coastal path, beyond the shell sculptures set in niches

of the dry stone wall which forms the southern boundary of the Obelisk Field

and saw that the Stone had simply been obscured from view by a large patch of
encroaching nettles, which defying the hungry mouths of both bovine and ovine,
had the temerity to grow there!
were traditionally placed on the Stone, which appeared to have been moved slightly
caused it to rock slightly when I sat upon it as we gathered around this place of

beliefs, how can we still be religious? Nothing is more natural. Religious
personal security. It is more sincere and more honourable when under no
suspicion of gain. The natural worship is the detached worship of animal
the farmyard echo with his nostril voice; it is the worship of the wheatear
of the lubberly chub at the bottom of the River Yeo. It belongs to the glory of
life, to the unuttered sense of glory in the chance of existence, in the chance
that called us up out of the dead dust to mirror for a period with glassy retinas
the mysteries of matter. An adoration of life is our religion. It is a worship of
the moment’s duration, inviolate, detached, and passionate

to prove that we were actually here on this perfect August day, and chatting
Glory of Life

The Diaries of
Sylvia Townsend Warner

31

It was downhill all the way back, save for the even more gruelling climb up and

rd

birthday in full sunshine in this glorious landscape, nothing could have been better

and were treated to a veritable feast, with a freshly laid out buffet and lashings of
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Autobiography, translated into Swedish by Sven Erik Tackmark,

Steven Runciman, Outlandish Knight
Northumberland he also mentions his governess and mentor, Rebecca Forbes, who,
he says had tried her luck in the south, teaching English and classics for some years
at a preparatory school in Aldeburgh, where her pupils included the future novelist
Theodore Powys
The Powys Review

th

International Autograph Auctions Ltd in Nottingham offered

The Wind and the
Rain
Corfe Castle
Langridge the version of Corfe Castle
the version to be found in Autobiography
Sunday Telegraph

The Aryan Path in October 1933, and reprinted in The Powys Review
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ALS
ALS Journal (the Journal of the Alliance of Literary Societies) is
ALS Journal
the ALS Journal
l

or by post to 59

from Timothy Hyman
Following Brief Encounters in Newsletter 91
The best to
my mind of modern American writers is a certain Saul Bellow who has only written two
books – 1. ‘Dangling Man’ (1944) (a title almost worthy of the author of
[by
Louis Marlow (1946)]. 2. ‘The Victim’, dealing with this sort of funk I suffer from.‘The
Victim’ is a Jew and the sod he is scared of is a New England semi-aristocratic Bum.
th

Powysland, and will also bring out a new
A Philosophy of Solitude

Larkin: New Eyes Each Year) I had a chance to gauge the
Autobiography
The Art of Growing Old
The Art of Happiness
Apples be Ripe
The Pathetic Fallacy
Rats in the Sacristry
Damnable Opinions
The Life and Times of Anthony à Wood
Essays
Mr Weston’s Good Wine

Bottle’s Path
Mockery Gap
No Painted Plumage
Welsh Ambassadors: Powys Lives and Letters
The Letters of Llewelyn Powys
Recollections of the Brothers Powys
Odyssey and Holy Bible)

The

Suitable contributions for the annual Proceedings of the Dorset Natural History and
Archaeological Society

Tony Glynn

Peter Redmond
copy of The Books in My Life
publications, Newsletters, The Powys Journal, transcripts of conference talks and

Fountayne Editions, dealers in music manuscripts and original scores, are offering
for sale the score of Octet for Strings, Winterreise
A Glastonbury
Romance

Thanks to Tim Blanchard for the last two items. (CT)
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Review
Llewelyn Powys:

(Klincksieck, 2017)

, tr. P. Reumaux

translated over the years, such as Love and Death
Owen Glendower
Skin for Skin, Glory of
Life, and Rats in the Sacristy
a young and ambitious independent publishing house, intent on publishing the best in
Black Laughter

lais

Que les noix brunissent
Wolf’s
Bane, and is borrowed from an old bawdy ditty, ‘Apples be ripe and nuts be brown,

a link with the natural world, most especially sea birds, lovingly and closely observed

taken from Dorset and Somerset Essays, and a few from A Baker’s Dozen, The Twelve
Months and Earth Memories. The last chapter, the longest, is a translation of the long
essay Now That the Gods are Dead

waking dreams of the countrymen with their wild insistent crying, before
even the red glow is to be seen through the lowest branches of the naked
Dorset Essays

accessible to the French world, and I personally think that they will be treasured by
If I were to be asked by any young person the
best way to acquire a style, I would tell him to live intensely. The style of a man is the
direct result of his passion for life.

JCP’s

(1925)

This odd, short (only 51 pages), but very well written and insightful book, is essentially a

The Idiot and The Brothers Karamazov, without coming away with a powerful religious

Wolf Solent

Religion of a Sceptic

The
Descents of Memory

recommendation, as I believe whatever value it would have would be on a very personal

The Religion of a Sceptic will

Solstice at Shirley: Re-encountering John Cowper Powys

Autobiography

(English Place-names

the clearing or glade where the hundred meet
th
century when

never mentions in his Autobiography)
about that in the Autobiography

in Autobiography as
the narrow lane between high hedges leading down to the church I recall
to this day, and it is one of my vividest memories, the exultation that
poured through me like quicksilver, when walking once a little ahead of the
perambulator, which carried my brother Littleton, I turned to the nursemaid who was pushing it and announced triumphantly that I was“The
Lord of Hosts.”

Autobiography

39

when I was suddenly transported with rapture in that little lane … as
I stumbled along in the muddy ruts in front of Littleton’s perambulator
pretending to be “the Lord of Hosts” it was a desire for some obscure
magical power that inspired me.
chapter of the Autobiography the desire to be a Magician … is (the wish)…
to exercise a certain supernatural control over my destiny.
The power of an imaginative mind over its destiny and the power of the

Still in Lord of Hosts lane and beginning to walk towards the vicarage, I was
The invading sound as the birds battered each other through the foliage made

traces his sense of lurking terror to the moment when as a child he threw a log

by the neurotic fear that he could be dragged away at any moment and punished
wordless hearts-pulse cry of a
human soul cherishing in its bosom a fear that it cannot reveal (Autobiography)
lifelong sadistic impulses were also a form of defence against terror, an urge to

used to scour for froglings which he would then torture on the gravelled driveway

his mother because that seemed to him an obscure reversion to those forgotten
separated from hers (Wolf Solent,1929).
volcanic intensity of earth-feeling (Autobiography)

boots with enormously thick soles (Autobiography) as he went striding out on his

The old vicarage could be seen from a distance situated on a rise, looking very
Descents of Memory
2007
children …and a village …that never exceeded two hundred souls. (Autobiography)

are the laurel shrubberies that the vicar used to hack at to the distress of his
There was a rattling of buckets and the clank of scaffolding poles from the rear of

life illusion

the earth is actually and literally the mother of us all
(A Glastonbury Romance,
one solitary
constructive activity … a passion for erecting at the edge of the shrubbery by the
drive numerous replicas of Mount Cloud composed of damp earth-mould covered
with moss.

slightly misremembered the name of the high place when he wrote of it in faraway

omphalos of England
is a hub like the boss of a shield around which is arrayed all the villages of south
feeling of immensity
produced by that grassy hill…a conical tumulus…it will always remain to me
synonymous with sublimity (Autobiography). How wonderful to discover that my
own entelechy

through the window of a stuccoed cottage

Alice Through the
Looking-Glass
I entered the little grey church described in the Autobiography

are a recusant, at odds with a world that is destroying nature and turning away from
Sinking into the forgiving bank of Lord of Hosts lane, I tried to suck in the warm
earth-bulk burying itself deeper and
deeper within this living mass (A Glastonbury Romance
Every artist is a fanatic,

Photographs of ‘Lord of Hosts Lane’ and Shirley Vicarage courtesy of Rod Madocks

Littleton Albert Powys

framed travelling photo
slim book, Heavy Charges and Big Game
PS Newsletter
Dorothy Mary Powys
2 issues out of an unknown number of The Victoria, a manuscript family

3.

photo of covers in colour
article: The ‘Victoria’, PS Newsletter

Gertrude Mary Powys
The Caddis Worm
list of contents
It is a nice coincidence that both The Victoria and The Caddis Worm

Stephen Powys Marks

Dorothy Cheston and John Cowper Powys, Part 2
[Part 1 of this article by Susan Rands about Dorothy Cheston and JCP appeared in
Newsletter 91, July 2017]

Went to lunch with Dorothy
Cheston. Arnold Bennett was in excellent spirits & very decent to me ... nice as he
could be – he looked much younger & less worried than when I saw him last. Showed
them the page proof of my book [1] & he rallied me on its length. Their little girl
[2] is exactly like her father; very independent but under her father’s control she
becomes obedient but just plays the rogue with Dorothy. Dorothy looked beautiful
in summer hat & frilled gown ... Arnold Bennett gave me excellent whisky but drank
nothing himself. Talked with D about him while he listened amiably shrugging his
shoulders & chuckling benevolently. He denies writing potboilers.
th

where I called for Frances
repulsive

most beautifully

them as historical novelists in a talk to the Society which was published in the Powys
Journal,
sent him – his biography of Landor (Savage Landor

Old Gods Falling

and much preferred Old Gods Falling
We were
brought up, he says, in an atmosphere of debate and discussion about Wells, Bennett,
Galsworthy etc etc and might even have seen them as I did see Bennett and even got
into his diary by reason of having been an intimate friend of Dorothy Cheston [9],
his second wife. I went to see him once in Cadogan Square and again in Amberley
near Arundel

[1] He is probably referring to The Meaning of Culture
[2]

Daily Chronicle

Gazette
Daily Chronicle

did in his treatise Pornography and Obscenity
Lady Chatterley’s Lover, which had been privately printed in
th
eloquent and wonderful
lyric psychology
Autobiography
dark Gods and says he
admires his attack on spiritual love, but adds that Lawrence lacked profound insight into the meaning
of the psychic mystery of Agape
and devotion to D.H. Lawrence.
The Paintings of D.H. Lawrence
The Vultures and the Phoenix
and D.H. Lawrence’s Paintings
Phoenix and Serpent: D.H. Lawrence and John Cowper Powys by
Powys Review
th
Lady Chatterley’s Lover
T.F. Powys’s Favourite
Bookseller, the story of Charles Lahr
Newsletter

meeting on 13th
Newsletter

‘

’.

Old Gods Falling
evidence of their close relationship, discussed in Newsletter
Powys Newsletter

John Cowper Powys and Arnold Bennett

JCP’s Letters to Llewelyn

Reading JCP’s
Homer and the Aether (see p.2.)

